
Converting To Electric Power
Welcome back to all you budding classic era

racers. In the last issue of Park Pilot we looked at
the assembly process of the 20cc Gee Bee R3
racer that we are now going to finish off and con-

vert to clean, and powerful electric power. As
discussed last issue we are going to cover how
best to select the right motor, what KV numbers
to go for, how much power do I need and most
importantly, how do I achieve these? Whist we

are first and foremost reviewing the DolphinCo
Gee Bee R3 here, we will be looking at selecting
the right equipment for an electric conversion so
this will be very applicable to other models in the
same weight or class that we are looking at here.

Finishing Off Assembly
– Tips For Success

In last issue, we went thought the fairly stan-
dard construction process that most of us are
familiar with. That said, the Gee Bee R3 is far from
conventional but not hard to construct although it
does take more time and requires more skill than
your average ARF of a similar size. Take your
time, savour each step and like me, you will find
that this is an extremely satisfying build. There is
plenty of opportunity to build new skills along the
way and for some personalisation which for me is
really what I look for in an ARF these days.

After you have completed the fuselage, the
main area we now need to think about it the busi-
ness end, but before we go there, there are a few
item that we should look at first before making
our way to the pointy end of this classic racer.

In last issue I had yet to cover installing the
included hardware. Now for the most part, this
is very good quality equipment. The control
surfaces are given high quality hardware that is
pre drilled and easy and quick to install. The
only areas that really require both time and
patience where the elevator control rod and the
many flying wires. I had never done these
wires before so I was leaning as I went, but
now I am actively seeking a next project with
flying wires as they are fantastic from an aes-
thetics point of view but the real joy is heaving
them in flight!! More on that later.
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The Y shaped elevator rod is a strange design
but works well. It is basically a cylindrical piece of
wood with a threaded wire Y on one end and a
straight piece on where it connects to the servo.
After threading it though the fuselage to trail fit it
on the upper slots (bottom slots are for the rud-
der), line it up over the previously installed servo.
After turning on your radio and receiver, centre the
servo and then mark on the elevator rod where it
meets the servo control horn. Don’t worry if this is
not exactly perfect as we have the luxury of adjust-
ing the control clevises’ on the tail to get this per-
fect. Remove the elevator Y rod and then make an
L bend. If you do not have the right tool to do this,
don’t worry as its fairly soft metal so I used my pli-
ers and just bent it manually. This worked great
and after fitting this hardware I clipped off the
remaining metal to prevent it fouling the wood
around the servo tray whist in operation.

Next step was to fit the pull- pull cable assem-
bly. My kit came with less wire than was required
which was not a major issue as a quick trip up to
the hobby shop had an after market Du-Bro kit in
my hands. At $27 is added a bit of coin to the
build but not worth worrying about when the final
receipts are added up. I must admit to not enjoy-
ing fitting a pull-pull rudder assembly in smaller
aircraft as I find them very fiddly and time con-
suming. It’s fine on my larger custom 30-35% elec-
tric aerobats’ where it’s easy for my large hands
to get into the fuse (and invariably
pick up the screw I always
seem to drop in the fuse!)
but it’s just a case of
patience and taking your
time. Always make sure you
leave enough room to tight-
en the hardware and you will
end up with a very taut cable
assembly that can always be
adjusted overtime if needs be.

Business End
– Let us Look At
What Is Needed

Over the time I have been writ-
ing Park Pilot I have covered electric
conversions several times. To be hon-
est, it is getting easier to sum up what
is needed for these conversions for
several reasons, but mainly because
electric power is no longer a maybe, but
a must do! As a result, companies like
Hacker, Scorpion and Axi are producing
many more models and making it mush
easier to select the right motor to suit your
chosen aircraft than ever before. So is it now
a true "plug a play solution?" In a word yes,
but some prior knowledge still needs to be
obtained, so I hope to help you with that now.

Scorpion Motors
– Ark Innovations

When I started converting glow and petrol
powered models to electric, I found it hard to get
the right information. KV ratings still are confusing
to most, but they don’t have to be. I have tried so
many electric motor and most were great, some
just sublime. In my last five large to giant scale
models there is only one manufacturer I choose
and that’s Scorpion. Why? There have a dedicated
dealer who provides fantastic service (Ark innova-
tions) and always have the massive range in stock
at really very fair prices. Scorpion always have an
awesome free Date Log that will give you some
real time numbers for your given
motor/esc/prop/lipo that take 95% of out the

sometimes painful
development stage on any

non dedicated electric aircraft. Their
ESC`s also come with a programming card that
allows you to customise your set up. Brilliant! They
also offer related ESC and where there is a gap in
there product line, Ark offer the equally fantastic
Castle creations line and ESC’s and BECs.

The first item that really needs to be done is
ascertain a realistic MTOW - maximum take off
weight. Don’t guess it.. weight it! The next item
that needs deciding is what size battery you
intend to use. For the Gee Bee, at 59 inches span
I felt a 6s 5000 was appropriate. From here we
get to know what our options are with regards to
propeller size. Now, normally I don’t give this
too much thought other than checking the range
(from minimum to maximum size) and as long as
I know I’m going to have sufficient ground clear-
ance at the top end of the scale I’m satisfied.

However, due to the very large radial shaped
cowl we are going to want the largest prop we
can safely use whist keeping within the recom-
mended manufactures specs. Why? We need
ensure that the propeller ark, that is the part of
the propeller that is providing the thrust, is out-
side of the cowl space. Always an important
point when it comes to radial aircraft. So how
much power? I like to use a simply equation of
150 Watts per pound for 3D and aerobatic aircraft
and I reckon that is appropriate here.

My finial MTOW came in at about 3.8 Kg`s (8.4
lbs). This means that to get the type of perfor-
mance that the equivalent 20cc gas motor would
provide, we need to get at least the above figures.
The useful Scorpion motor chart told me that an S-
4025-12 motor on 6s 30c and a 16x10 prop would
give me 78 Amps and 1730 watts. This ended up
providing the perfect combination of power to
weight and easily exceeded our minimum wish! At



212 Watts per pound we were in for a serious ride
here! The KV rating on this motor is 440 which
basically means it needs a big prop. Whist very
much simplifying this, as a rule, a high KV rated
motor needs a small prop whist a low KV rated
motor needs a big prop. It’s all about thrust!

Mounting The Electric Motor
There are a number of options you can use to

mount the motor. From building a wooden or ply
box to an off the shelf motor mount that can be
adjusted to extend or retract. My personal prefer-
ence and arguably the best is to use stand offs like
most gas powered planes use. They are stronger,
lighter and look very cool! They best way of
obtaining you size requirements are to fit the cowl
as you want it. Go ahead and mark the final drill
mount points (don’t drill these out yet) and then
measure with a metal ruler from your firewall to
where your prop adapter ends. I bought some very
nice Duelsky items that gave me an adjustable 60
mm to 70mm range which I knew fell within the
range I needed. Next step is to assemble your
engine and stand offs with the spinner (a lighter
plastic version instead of the original metal 3’’ in
this case) and prop and then trail fit this to the fire-
wall. To mark where you need to drill (a method
that has always worked well for me) is to use a
paint marker on the ends of the stand offs and
“stamp “the positions on the firewall. Once happy,
drill these out and fit your standoffs. After drilling
these out I like to use thin CA (pink) and ad the
strength back to where I have drilled.

Airborne
The Gee Bee R3 is without doubt one of the

most beautiful designs I have ever seen. The old
expression of “It looks like it’s doing 100 mph
while standing still “ really applies here. Another

well know expression I kept thinking of was “if
its looks right, it will fly right “ but with so many
stories of Gee Bees being such a handful I was
not ready to apply that certain saying just yet.
The R3 is not a quick aircraft to put together. All
those flying wires need proper attention but
with 6 flights logged to date, the time from “car
boot to line up “ is around 6 minutes now, so
not bad at all considering. Once rigged for flight
the R3 looks amazing! I could not wait to hear
the sound of all the flying wires and a WOT
(whole of throttle) pass. With over 1770 Watts
we were in for some real speed here!

I often get asked to maiden a whole variety of
types and while very vigilant and thorough in my
pre flights and inspections, I’m not one for the
butterflies. I must admit to having quite a few
buzzing around on this occasion. That and due
to the sheer beauty of the plane I had 4 friends
(unfortunately all pilots) who could scrutinise the
maiden flight. No pressure then Garth...

Plugging in the 6s 5000 30C LiPo initiated the
start-up beeps on the ESC and testing all surfaces
I was happy with the JR servos centring. I found
the R3 taxies very well. There was little wind on
this occasion and apart from forgetting to install
the memory card in the camera for the flying
photo’s, all was ready to go. Advancing the throt-
tle had the tail up in no time and in around 25 feet
I was airborne. I was conscious to keep the speed
up throughout the flight and as a result, I kept the
climb fairly shallow. The CG did not feel right to
me but it was within acceptable range so I came
back on the throttle and levelled out. The R3 is
fast but not pylon racer fast. It will definitely out
run any unlimited aerobat with ease, but don’t
expect it take on you fast ‘glass type models.

I kept the flight plan fairly basic for the first
few minutes and did not follow my normal pro-

gram. I also check the stall right away but I felt I
needed a few more minutes on the R3 before I
was ready to commit to that. The most noticeable
characteristic is the need for coordinated turns. If
you don’t use rudder the tail “hunts “ up and
down and is somewhat disconcerting. Applying
the correct amount of rudder eliminates this and
creates lovely banked turns. The flying wires
sound GREAT and has to be one of my favourite
features on the model. They whistle as the air-
craft comes past and can be clearly heard if you
have gone down the electric path like I have.

After gaining confidence in the aircraft, I
went through a basic aerobatic routine. With the
recommended throws the R3 was not quick
enough in roll rate but loops were about right.
Stall turns with that big rudder look fantastic but
it does them with a nose altitude, so expect the
R3 to flip over its axis, something that takes
plenty of aileron to stop. As for knife edge flight
the R3 flew very well. It does suffer from some
coupling but is very manageable the fly out.

I felt we were getting along just fine so I
decided to test the stall. First try was power off
and the break was sudden and the wing
dropped right away. Full power and aileron cor-
rection has us recovering fairly quickly but don’t
expect the same result under 50 feet! My Timer
sounded after 7 minutes on my Futaba 10 CAP
and I lined up on the downwind leg. I kept the
speed up and bought her around in a war bird
type approach. Lining up on finals I went to idle
but kept the nose down. I flared a little too early
and arrived little too hard and was repaid with
several bounces down our strip! No damage to
the substantial undercarriage and all was well.

Summery
The first question I’m asked about the R3 is

“Is it hard to fly”? “The answer is no it’s not, but
it’s not the type of model for anyone other than
a comfortable aerobatic pilot with some war
birds in their fleet as well. In fact, it fly’s very
much like a P-47 thunderbolt. So if like me you
are always looking for something different, the
Gee Bee R3 is one you just have to add to your
fleet. DolphinCo are just great to buy from and
have fantastic customer service. The first batch
sold out like hot cakes but be quick and secure
one of the next batch!

To complete the R3 in electric form I used a
Scorpion 4025-12 motor, Scorpion 100 Amp ESC
(25v minimum), a 6s 5000 30c and Duelsky stand
off. As usual, if there are any question or help
needed, email me at, parkpilot@live.com.au.
Blue sky’s and happy landings park pilots.


